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THERMAFLO ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC.
LIMITED WARRANTY AND REMEDY

Thermafl o Engineering Company Inc. warrants to the original user of the Thermatlo Engineering 
equipment supplied by it and used in the service and in the manner for which they are intended, that 
such product shall be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 1 year from the 
date of installation, but no longer than 15 months from the date of shipment from the  factory (unless a 
special warranty period applies as listed below). This warranty does not extend to any product that has 
been subject to misuse, neglect, or alteration after shipment from the Thermafl o Engineering Company 
factory, except as may be expressly provided in a written agreement between Thermafl o Engineering 
Company and the user, which is signed by both parties.

THERMAFLO DOES NOT MAKE ANY OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS 
OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY 
OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR AP ARTICULAR PURPOSE.

The sole and exclusive remedy with respect to the above limited warranty or with respect to any other 
claim relating to the products or to the defects or any condition or use of the products supplied by 
Thermatlo, however cause, and whether such claim is based upon warranty, contract, negligence, 
strict liability, or any other basis or theory, is limited to Thermatlo’s repair or replacement of the part or 
product, excluding labor or any other cost to remove or install said part of product, or at Thermafl o’s 
option, to repayment of the purchase price. As a condition of enforcing any rights or remedies relating 
to Thermafl o products, notice of any warranty or other claim relating to the products must be given in 
writing to Thermafl o: (i) within 30 days of the last day of the applicable warranty period, or (ii) within 30 
days of the date of the manifestation of the conditions or occurrence giving rise to the claim, whichever 
is greater. In no event shall Thermafl o Engineering Company be liable for special, direct, indirect, 
incidental, or consequential damages including, but not limited to, loss of use or profi ts or interruption 
of business. Thermafl o Engineering Company will not be held responsible for piping leaks after factory 
hydrotesting. Remedy of piping leaks 
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and their prompt repair are the sole responsibility of the installer or user. The Limited Warranty and 
Remedy terms herein apply notwithstanding and contrary terms in any purchase order or form shall 
be deemed rejected by Thermafl o Engineering Company Inc. Failure to follow the Water Quality and 
Operation Guidelines will void the Warranty and cause premature failures of the generators.

STANDARD TERMS & CONDITIONS

1. All purchase orders are subject to written acceptance at the offi ce of Thermafl o Engineering 
Company, 2880 Fair Avenue Newberry, S.C. 29108.

2. Cancellation charges of 100% will apply if cancellation occurs after receipt of signed submittal 
drawings and release for fabrication.

3. Payment Terms: Net 30 Days from date of invoice unless other terms are stated as part of our 
quotation.

4. All invoices over thirty days will be subject to fi nance charges of 1 ½% per month.
5. Warranties are the responsibility of the manufacturers represented by Thermafl o Engineering 

Company. A copy of the manufacturer’s standard warranty may be included with this proposal.
6. All sales are FOB: Factory unless otherwise specifi ed by Thermafl o Engineering Company. 

Transportation will be at the buyer’s sole risk and claims for loss or damages in transit are the 
responsibility of and must be fi led by the buyer within 5 days of shipment delivery.

7. No terms, warranties, or guarantees express or implied, except as stated herein, shall apply to any 
quotation, sale, or contract for sale unless approved in writing by Thermafl o Engineering Company.

8. If shipment is deferred at buyer’s request, payment shall nevertheless be due after notice to the 
buyer that the equipment is ready for shipment. Reasonable storage charges shall be paid by the 
buyer after seven days.
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INTRODUCTION

Thermafl o Engineering Company (TEC) manufactures steam-to-steam generators using high
pressure steam ( 150 psig max) to produce lower pressure clean steam. Thermafl o generators can
also use high temperature hot water or hot oil to produce low-pressure steam. This manual will
review all aspects of operation in a complete but general nature.

Each generator is custom engineered to furnish clean or pure steam to its users. All Thermafl o
Steam-to-Steam Generators are furnished with manuals on each of the controlling or indicating
components. These individual manuals should be reviewed for proper operation and
troubleshooting if necessary.

All Thermafl o Engineering Steam-to-Steam Generators are constructed to the strict guidelines of
the ASME Code and stamped in accordance with this code. Local codes should be reviewed
before installation and made available to Thermafl o Engineering Company.

Thermafl o Engineering Company is not responsible for product damages or injuries due to the
improper operation or maintenance of its equipment.

Thermafl o Engineering Company selects and uses products of other manufacturers to properly
control their equipment and cannot be held responsible for the proper maintenance and operation
of the components or the manuals furnished by these manufacturers. These manufacturers are
selected on their high quality and past experienced reliability. Their manuals should be reviewed
and Thermafl o Engineering strongly encourages that these companies be consulted as the need
requires for information, maintenance, or operating manuals.

Always refer to your specifi c submittal data and product data sheets for details.



GENERAL OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION

Thermafl o Engineering Steam-to-Steam Generators are constructed with two major component
systems.

► Inner U Tube Bundle Heat Transfer System
This is the inner tube U bundle. The steam, high temperature water, or hot oil enters the
generator at the tube bundle head and delivers the heat to the feedwater until it changes
from a liquid state into the vapor state STEAM. Steam is a useful but hot and dangerous
medium. Frequent startup and shutdowns are NOT recommended.

► Feedwater or Makeup System
As the liquid feedwater is changed by heat energy into a vapor state STEAM, and is
delivered out to its point of use, it must be replaced by additional feed water or makeup so
that the vapor supply can continue to be delivered. The feedwater system automatically
replenishes this makeup to the generator shell where the change in state can take place.
The heating supply in most cases is high-pressure steam or a steam at a higher pressure in the
tubes than is being produced from the shell. This source steam is controlled to the tube bundle
by a steam control valve and a feedback controller. The feedback controller senses the clean
steam pressure being produced in the shell, compares the pressure to its set point, and sends the
steam control valve a signal as to open or close proportionally to hold the set point. The standard
steam control and makeup water control valve is the Thermafl o JVV Segmented V steam control
valve. Please refer to the JVV Control Valve IOM for reference on this valve.

As the feedwater in the shell (outside the inner tube bundle) is heated by the incoming steam
(inside the tube bundle) to its saturation point, the feedwater changes state and becomes a vapor 
(steam).

As the steam fl ows from the generator outlet to its point of use, the feed water level drops. A
level controller senses this level drop and sends a control signal to the makeup control valve to 
open or close in order to hold a precise level of feed water in the shell. All Thermafl o Generators 
are fi tted with a modulating feed water level system to ensure steam quality of the discharge. 
These two systems operate in conjunction with each other to create a supply of clean steam to its 
users. Some generators are fi tted with feed water stainless steel preheaters which accept the main 
coil condensate into its shell and preheat the incoming feed water to the shell. Please refer to your 
submittal and specifi c drawing for details.

Control Panel Operation Note:
Repeated cycling of power will cause damage to the inner PLC module. This includes brown 
outs. Be sure you are connected to a reliable power source. The EC1000 logs power cycling.
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INSTALLATION

• Location
Thermafl o Steam-to-Steam Generators should be located in a space where maintenance, when
required, can be performed without removal of other equipment. A major consideration for
installation would be the unobstructed distance in front of the head for tube bundle removal.
This distance is indicated on the submittal drawing furnished with each unit. A proper
housekeeping concrete pad should be constructed of approx. 4” in height so that the loner saddle
or frame supports are not subjected to water, chemicals, or excessive moisture causing rust or
deterioration. Steam supply, clean steam outlet, and feedwater piping connections should be
close to the unit for ease of accessibility. A proper blowdown drainage point should be located
in the area and it is highly recommended to use a Thermafl o type JASR or JSA Blowdown
Aftercooler /Separator unit to accommodate blowdown in the area.

• Mounting/Install
The Thermafl o Steam-to-Steam Generator should be properly secured to the housekeeping pad
or fl oor. Anchor points are provided with each unit for this purpose. Be sure to check the
specifi cations for proper fasteners and seismic codes for the site or project.

• Steam or HTHW Supply Piping VERY IMPORTANT READ
The supply steam piping should be saturated and dry. A main drip trap point is supplied with
each unit located at the inlet to the control valve. The steam supply line should never be smaller
than the source steam inlet connection. The inlet source steam connection can be located in the
submittal drawing connection schedule and has been properly sized for the load by Thermafl o.
The main supply line should have a full size drip point within 24” of the main steam control
valve or a HSS steam separator to eliminate condensate from the process steam supply. This also
stops control valve seat failures and tube bundle failures. The steam piping MUST be 100%
supported so NO weight loading is on the head or gasket leaks will occur over time.
Water hammer will destroy the tube bundle and control valve internals. Always start up the
system slowly to avoid this situation. It is always advisable to contact your local Thermafl o
representative about proper steam piping design.
Loading recommendations are the same for HTHW. Always include a strainer on the inlet. Dry
steam means long life and optimum performance.
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Feed Water Supply (IMPORTANT READ) Maintaining Feed Water Quality is Imperative The feed water 
supply to the generator should be clean 1-5 micron filtered, carbon filtered, RO or DI to avoid hard water 
scale out and chlorine. The PH level should be maintained between 6.6 and 7.5 and should be tested daily 
with records or the warranty will be void. It is never advisable to use brine,chlorinated or salt treated soft 
water due to the high sodium, chlorine or salt content in the feed water. The feed water supply should be at 
least one pipe size larger than the feed water control valve size to allow for minimum pressure drop on long 
runs. The feed water pressure should always be at minimum 15 psig above the clean steam pressure being 
generated but never higher than 50 psig above operating. For example, if the clean steam pressure being 
generated is 15 psig, the feed water pressure should be 30 psig minimum. Water should be no more than 
1 grain per gallon hardness. Hardness buildup will greatly reduce the heat transfer rate and reduce 
capacity. Hardness buildup will expand the inner tubes as it grows and pull tubes from the tubesheet 
and create uneven pressures at the head gasket causing gasket leaks. It is 100 % the responsibility 
of the user to maintain the hardness at or below 1 grain per gallon. Adjustable Timed blowdown is 
standard on all THCS clean steam generators. The blowdown rate is set based on operating pressure and 
type of water used. The conductivity should always be maintained at 2000-3000 microsiemens per 
centimeters or lower and should be checked and logged daily. All feedwater level control valves must be 
calibrated with the system or high and low levels can persist. All Thermaflo Steam-to-Steam Generators 
require a check valve on the outlet of the clean steam outlet and a the makeup level control valve. If the 
generator is being supplied feed water via a feed pump, a feedwater control valve may or may not be 
furnished. Check the ‘Submittal Sheet’ or contact your Thermafl o representative. Installers should be careful 
when using Tefl on tape or excessive joint compound as not to let this material fl ow into the check valve or 
feed water control valve. Attached to this IOM you will fi nd a water quality listing and the user is l00% 
responsible for maintaining these level and daily records must be maintained at all times. Failure to maintain 
water causes failures.
• Safety Relief Valves
Each Thermafl o Steam-to-Steam Generator is fi tted with pressure safety relief valves to protect the shell 
against overpressure and not the clean steam system. Clean Steam system should employee a seperate 
valve for this function if deemed required. The outlet should be piped unrestricted to atmosphere. Never 
install a valve of any type on the outlet of the safety valve. This could cause serious injury and major 
damage to the generator. Local piping codes and engineers’ specifi cations should be followed. The 
discharge point should be to an area where it cannot be in contact with any person, equipment, or other 
obstruction. The discharge will consist of steam and hot water and is dangerous. It is the sole responsibility 
of the installer to locate, size, and pipe the discharge correctly. Safety relief valves should be tested often 
minimum yearly and for proper operation per local codes for proper function.

• Electrical Connections
Thermafl o Steam-to-Steam Generators require a single point power connection in most cases. The source 
power requirements are 110 volt / 1 phase / 60 Hz except when noted on the project submittal sheet’. 
Electrical power should be furnished to the unit via proper wiring codes by a certifi ed electrician. A 20 Amp 
service is recommended.

• Surface and Lower Blowdown Piping (IMPORTANT READ)
As indicated earlier, Thermafl o Steam-to-Steam Generators require blowdown for operation when using 
standard soft water. A series of valves are located on the bottom of each shell for this purpose. The 
blowdown discharge line should be the same size as the valve provided and should be piped to a properly. 
Shell blowdown should be done weekly for 3-5 seconds. If the user does not blowdown the shell and buildup 
occurs the level controls will fail and warranty will be void. Blow down records should be maintained or 
logged to ensure this procedure is followed.
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Blowdown is very hot and can cause injury to personnel if proper precaution is not taken with the discharge 
piping. Other blowdown points from the generator should also be piped to drain.

These points include the level controller and surface blowdown valve.

Local codes and engineers’ project specifi cations for blow down piping should be followed. Hot blowdown 
should never be discharged to drain without a properly installed tempering system for cooling. The highest 
temperature is 140F under most codes.

Blowdown is important part of operation even with RO or Deionized Water for Clean Steam makeup. The 
surface or shell is fi tted with a timer blowdown and is generally set for I minute duration 2 times in 24hrs, This 
can vary so the user is responsible for this setting to be 3000 microsiemens per centimeter or lower at all 
times. The bottom blowdown valve should be operated on a biweekly basis for 3 seconds. This means open 
and close the valve for a short count of 3 seconds. Blowdown records must be keep consistently.
These parameters are set at the factory depending upon the type of water used.

• Clean Steam Outlet
The outlet clean steam discharge connection will be sized for the application. Check the project ‘submittal 
sheet’ for this size. Never downsize this line or proper fl ow could be compromised for capacity. Always 
install a check valve on the generator outlet to avoid backfl ow to the shell which will cause high 
level alarm problems. Or if space is a concern the installer can locate an elbow directly off the outlet 
and slope all discharge piping away from generator to trap station. This is the installers 
responsibility. Never pipe vertical more than 18” or high level drain back will occur. Always pitch the 
outlet away from the generator. 

• Condensate Return Piping
Each Thermaflo Steam-to-Steam Generator is fitted with a properly sized F&T (Float & Thermostatic) steam 
trap to drain the inner energy source steam coil and a main drip trap at the control valve inlet. The size of 
the condensate line will be indicated on the individual ‘submittal sheet’ for the unit and should never 
be downsized or piped to a pressurized return or lifted overhead. Install a condensate pump to allow 
proper drainage to return.
Proper condensate piping will enable the generator to operate properly without water hammer and thermal 
shock. Condensate should never be piped into a vertical riser or pressurized return line or waterhammer can 
and will occur.

• Piping Confirmation
All Thermafl o Steam-to-Steam Generators are fitted with high quality pipe fittings and valves and have been 
factory hydrotested for leaks. During transportation from the factory to jobsite locations, road travel vibration, 
and jobsite fitups these can work a joint loose. Upon startup, all joints should be inspected for leaks and 
some retightening may be required. Any leak should be retightened before erosion takes place at the 
joint immediately.
• Never allow steam supply piping or condensate return piping to be supported in any
way on the clean steam head connections or this will eventually cause head gasket leaks.
The thermal expansion will pull at the head bolts and remove proper torque. All head bolts should be 
retorqued and checked after the first two hours of operation and biannual thereafter. Not following 
this procedure can result in head gasket leaks prematurely.



Thermafl o Engineering Company cannot be held responsible for leaks or piping drips after hydrotest and 
shipment from the factory. It is the sole responsibility of the installer to provide full piping confi rmation after 
shipment and eliminate any leak points found. The installer shall also follow proper retorque procedures as 
listed in this manual before and after startup to avoid head and gasket leaks.

NOTE: Always refer to your specifi c generator submittal package
and drawing for individual details on each component.

STARTUP PROCEDURE

Foreword
Generators can only be started and setup by a certifi ed factory representative or trained manufacturer’s 
representative on site and present for startup assistance. All ‘submittal sheet’ details and component 
manufacturer’s data should be reviewed before startup is attempted.
READ CAREFULLY Unless otherwise specifi ed all Clean Steam generators are preprogrammed and are 
equipped with a slow startup feature in the EC 1000 controller.

STARTUP:

l. The main steam valve should be closed and the outlet steam valve from the shell should be closed. Do not 
open any steam valves until the level has been set, and the system controller is completely functional.
2. The lower blowdown valves should be closed. Open the condensate valves on trap outlets.
3. Most units are equipped with Vega 63/81 level transmitter or a Vega 61 level switch makeup always refer 
to your specifi c submittal before starting the equipment. Level switches do not required calibration and fi 
lling of level lines but the DP transmitters do. See DP fi ll instructions located at the end of this manual. DP 
Transmitters were discontinued on 2020.
4. Electrical power should be turned on to the unit. This will power up the control panel. With the shell empty 
of feedwater at this point, the low level alarm will sound. Push the silence button and open the manual valve 
on the feedwater supply line. This will allow feedwater to enter the shell through the feed water JVV control 
valve. If a feed water pump is being used for fi ll, this action will start the pump, sending feedwater into the 
shell.
5. The feed water will begin fi lling the generator shell and the low level alarm will shut off as this level comes 
up. A sight glass has been provided with the level controller assembly so that the operator has a visual sight 
of this process. Be sure power is on both control valves.
6. The inlet fi lling feed water will reach a point just below the inner tube bundle or about the halfway point on 
the level gauge before the level controller closes the makeup feedwater control valve and or stops the feed 
pump. Note: In some cases, the feed pump runs continuously and thef eedwater control valve will stop 
thefeedwater fi ll fl ow see data sheet.
All feedwater valves are modulating type after 2009 manufacturing date. It is critical that this fill cycle 
function properly in order to operate the generator.
Levels are preset at the factory before shipment approx 24” above the shell flange. Do not change 
this without consulting with the factory as carry over or lower capacity output will occur.



7. With the shell fi lled with feed water and the level controls operating properly, the steam source to the tube
bundle can be started. Do this manually very slowly with the isolation valve. The Vega Probe reguiries no
adjustment. The Vega Probe instructions are attached. The Vega Probe can be easily regonized by a bright
yellow head. Levels are preset at the factory. Check and make sure power is on to both the JVV level and
pressure control valves . Low alarm will be on until water fi lls generator.
8. The ECJ000 control panel has been factory set for the clean steam outlet pressure per the submittal
data as well as the level. Do not change these values without a Thermajlo Tech. Now slowly open the
inlet supply steam valve and feed steam to the JVV pressure control valve. This procedure should be done
very slowly so that thermal expansion of the inner tube bundle can take place. The clean steam pressure
in the shell will slowly begin to rise to the set point on the controller and the source control valve will begin
to modulate closed to hold this set point. If the unit is started unsupervised water hammer and thermal
shock will occur and cause bundle failures and gasket and fi tting leaks.
9. At this point on the initial system startup, the generator should be held at setpoint pressure for a period of
30 minutes to assure proper cleaning of the generator shell. If this is not the initial startup, proceed to Step 10.
After 30 minutes at set point, close the main energy source valve and slowly drain the shell via the bottom
manual blow down valve. Be sure the blow down cooling system is operational. When the low level alarm
sounds, close the bottom blow down valve and allow the fi ll feed water cycle to repeat. Again, slowly open
the source valve and allow the generator to come back up to setpoint pressure. The main clean steam outlet
valve can now be opened to the system. This should be done very slowly as to avoid thermal shock and water
hammer. The valve should be opened in 5% increments to maintain control of the outlet clean steam fl ow. It
is the responsibility of the startup installer to slowly warm up the clean steam system properly.
I 0. On initial startup, it is advisable to set a small steam purge to atmosphere for a minimum of 15 minutes to
observe operation. Be sure to discharge steam to a safe place and at a low noise level.
11. At this point, the unit is ready for normal operation.
12. Important: Head Bolts must be re-torqued after initial startup to prevent leakage between the
gaskets located on either side of the tube bundle. Periodic torque checks should be done during
scheduled maintenance. See pages 11 through 13 specifi cally for torque rating for correct torque
procedure. Important. If any drip leak occurs torque immediately at the leak spot and follow sequential
pattern at 10 additional ft/lbs. Head gasket leaks due to neglect and improper torque requirement
procedure will not be considered warranty by Thermafl o Engineering as this is very clear.
13. All Thermafl o Engineering, Inc. Clean Steam Generators are furnished with blowdown controls. Applications
require different types. Review the type and setup so that proper calibration and operation occurs. Consult
factory with questions.



Important JW Actuator Notes Please Read”
1. Never use the manual over ride while
the valve is powered on with a signal
or you will strip in internal gearing.
2. Before any manual steam or water
makeup valves are opened on startup
make sure the main controller is
powered up and the JW control valves
are receiving power and charging up.
On startup both valves should say 98
to 100% SetV and Angle because the
generator is empty of makeup water
and no shell steam pressure exist.
3. Both the process steam or HTHW side
generator and makeup water valves
are set to FAIL CLOSED. Test these
before any manual valves are opened.
4. Never introduce steam or HTHW to the
bundle side before setting the makeup
level in the shell, opening the outlet
clean steam discharge valve.
Remember you must have a load to
properly setup a clean steam
generator.

SHUTDOWN PROCEDURES

I. Close the main steam valve, feeding the heat exchanger bundle.
2. Close the outlet clean steam supply valve.
3. Shutdown the pneumatic and or electrical power and lock out these sources.
4. Slowly open the lower blowdown valve and drain the shell completely. This valve
should remain open on shutdown.
5. Open the lower drain valve on the level controller assembly and sight glass.

• Inner Bundle Removal
All Thermafl o Engineering Inc. internal bundles can be fully removed without disturbing
the shell or source heating piping. This can be accomplished by shutting down all
incoming and outgoing piping, and draining the generator. After the unit has cooled the
lower head can be removed by breaking the source fl anges and removing the head to
shell bolts. The inner bundle drops from the bottom on a vertical and from the front on a
horizontial unit. After cleaning or inspecting the bundle. Replace the inner and outlet
gaskets and slide the bundle back into the shell with head matching cross section plate for
2 pass steam. Install head bolts and retorque to the specifi cations attached below.
Reinstall the source heating inlet and outlets and startup up, After an hour of run time
retorque the bolts to avoid leaks due to thermal expansion.
Note: After December 2020 the clean steam generators have been equipped with a 2”
visable bundle view port. Remove this fl ange and inspect before removal.
See Maintenance Section of this Manual.









Vega 81 Makeup Water Transmitter Probe 

Function Note: The Vega 81 Transmitter is fitted in the 316 

stainless steel external stilling well and produces a 4-20 ma 

signal for 3 functions. 

1. Level Control of the Makeup Water in the shell via the

JW Modulating Makeup Valve. The 4-20 ma signal is

wired into the EC 1000 Control Panel. The EC 1000 panel

has a PIO level control loop that modulates the makeup

valve to precisely hold level.

2. Generates a high level alarm before the high high level

alarm shutsdown the system.

3. Generates a low level alarm















































The Thermaflo EC1000 Electronic Controller combines full PID BacNet based control of 
temperature pressure level or flow and a combination one simple dynamic panel. Over 40 
years of field experience has been designed into the EC1000. Standard application for the 
EC1000 are as follows:

Temperature control of Heat Exchangers, Process Vessels, Hot Water Hydronic
Heating Systems, as well as Domestic Water Systems
Pressure Control of Steam Pressure Reducing Stations, VFD drive pump controls,
Boiler and Deaerator systems, and Clean Steam Generators
Level control of Feed Water and Deaerator Tanks, Process Tanks and Vats, Clean
Steam Generators and Boiler Systems
Flow control of heating logics, steam flow into processors, and buildingswith BTU /Steam 
Flow/or Water Flow Measurements
Simple standard functions, all EC1000 controllers are designed to operate with Thermaflo
water heating clean steam and feedwater systems. Standard features include high
temperature alarms, value shutdowns, slow ramp startup, remote BacNet or 4-20 Ma
control, remote on-off and real time trending of set points versus actual with 24 hour 10
year backup for BAC systems
Single point wiring: These controllers only require one 120VAC connection for operation
and internal system wiring required on packages with built in surge protection 5 AMP
service required
The EC1000 features a NEMA standard enhanced white panel completely programmed,
wired, and tested ready for operation

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Thermaflo EC1000 Electronic Controller combines full PID BacNet based control of 
temperature pressure level or flow and a combination one simple dynamic panel. Over 40 

EC1000 SERIES
TOUCHSCREEN CONTROL PANEL

DESCRIPTION



Supply Voltage
Power Consumption
Power Supply Output
Inputs
Up to
BacNet Remote
Outputs
PDI and BacNet
Control Actions
Display Standards
Real Time Clock
Internal Power Supply
Ambient Temperature
Accuracy Enclosure Approval
Weight
Overall Dimensions

120 Volts AC @ 5AMPS
24 Volts DC 60 Watts
24V DC 60 Watt
MA, RTD, 1000
OHM Thermister
Dry Contacts or EMS Signal
0-20 MA, 4-20
Ma 0-10 Volts, Dry Contact Relay
Direct or Reverse on all outputs heating, cooling or level
Touchscreen 4.9” LLC       (7” and 10” Optional)
10,000 Hours continuous
24 VDC 60 Watts for control valve actuator power
-4˚ to 140˚ F Cooling optional
UL Listed NEMA _____ Standard NEMA 4x Optional
22 lbs
16” width x 20” height x 8” depth

ON  OFF ALARM

4-20 MA Control Signal

24VDC Power Supply
Thermaflo JVV Segmented V 

120VAC
Power

Set Point: 140F
Actual Temperature: 140F
Valve % Open: 41%

   Thermaflo EC1000 
Touchscreen Controller

INLET COLD
    WATER

OUTLET HEATED
      WATER

Thermaflo 1000 OHM 
RTD Sensor

RTD
Signal
Input
1000
OHM

STEAM INLET

Thermaflo TH500 Shell and Tube
           ThermX Heat Exchanger

Thermaflo JVV Segmented V
Electronic “Fail Safe” Steam
           Control Valve

Steam Heating Temperature Control
  Application Using Electronic JVV
 Segmented V Steam Control Valve ON  OFF ALARM

4-20 MA Control Signal

24VDC Power Supply
120VAC
Power

Set Point: 15 PSIG
Actual Pressure: 15 psig
Valve % Open: 41%

   Thermaflo EC1000 
Touchscreen Controller

           4-20ma
       Signal Input
 From EDA Transmitter

STEAM INLET

Thermaflo JVV Segmented V
Electronic “Fail Safe” Steam
           Control Valve

Steam Pressure Reducing Split Flow Range
       Application Using Electronic JVV
     Segmented V Steam Control Valve

Thermaflo JVV Segmented V

100 PSIG
Thermaflo JVV Segmented V

       15 PSIG
 STEAM OUTLETHIGH FLOW

    VALVE

LOW FLOW
    VALVE

         EDA
   PRESSURE
TRANSMITTER

  THERMAFLO
 SAFETY VALVE

4-20 MA
To EC1000

4-20 MA Control Signal

24VDC
Power
Supply

Therma�o EC1000 JVV Dual PRV Valve HookupTherma�o EC1000 JVV Single Valve Hookup

Touchscreen Control: The standard 4.5” touchscreen keeps 
the user informed of set point versus actual, alarms, go off 
operating of control valve while allowing simple adjustments 
to be made available in 7” and 10” optional sizes.

Alarm Function: Closes control valves and safety shutdown 
valve in the event of high temperature or pressures, plus has 
a latching or non-latching feature. These alarm points are 
fully programmable.

Ramp Control System: This feature slowly starts a system by 
incrementally opening at a programmed rate a steam or 
hotwater control valve thus eliminating thermal shock, water 
hammer or system overload. Startup is made simple and 
controlled and can be automatically, or remotely activated

Contacts for BMS (Building Management Systems):
Building management systems are fully informed 24/7 with 
BacNet, Dry Contact or 4-20 MA of alarms, set points, 
Control valve positions, and control. Remote control of set 
points and On-Off are standard.

Single Point UL Wiring: Each EC1000 has single point 120 
vac power connection and is UL Certified

Custom Setup and Programming: Thermaflo application 
Technicians can setup program, and test the EC1000 for your 
specific needs in our live system and hydronic testing at 
facility.

FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS

Model Number Code
Programmed PID Loops
01  Standard
02  2 Loops
03  3 Loops
04  4 Loops

120V Power 60Hz Standard
                    50 Hz Available

Touchscreen Size
04.5   4.5” Optional
07      7” Standard
010     10” Optional
Note:  10” Option increases panel size to 20”x 24” x 6”

NEMA Panel Rating
1     NEMA 1 Optional
4     NEMA 4  Standard
4X   NEMA 4X

EC1000-01-04.5-1-120V

When ordering specify
control mode of each loop
for example:
01- Temperature
02- Pressures
03- (2) Temperatures
      (1) Pressure























JV V SERIES ELECTRONIC “V BALL”
STEAM AND HIGH-TEMPERATURE
HOT WATER CONTROL VALVES

The Thermaflo JVV V Ball Series Control Valve is 
designed for high speed 100% duty for 
temperature,pressure and level control 
applications. Specifically designed for steam, 
high-temperature hot water, and other rigorous 
control applications.

The equal percentage segmented V inner ball 
design provides the user with accurate control over 
a 300:1 flow turndown rangeability. Half the size 
and weight of any conventional globe control valve, 
the JVV is simple to install. The high-speed 
electronic actuator fails closed on power loss and 
totallyeliminates air supply. The fully programmable 
actuator accepts 0-10V or 4-20 ma input control 
signal and can be split range controlled when 
required.  The JVV Series high flow CVs reduces 
valve size,space and overall weight of any 
application in your piping system. 

PRECISION MACHINED 316 STAINLESS
STEEL CONTROL SHAFT

ENGINEERED HIGH TEMPERATURE EXTENDED
MOUNTING BRACKET

HIGH SPEED FAIL SAFE MONDULATING ACTUATOR 0-10V
OR 4-20MA CONTROL SIGNAL INPUT

HIGH TEMP CHEVRON SEAT AND STEM SEALS IN A 
ISO MACHINED BASE MOUNT

COMPLETE 316 STAINLESS STEEL
BODY, BALL, AND STEM CONSTRUCTION

BUBBLE TIGHT CLASS VI STEAM AND HOT
WATER SHUTOFF

HIGH V PORT CV FLOW CAPACITIES
AND EXCELLENT EQUAL PERCENTAGE
CHARACTERIZED FLOW

VALVE POSITION FEEDBACK AND ALARMS

MAX OPERATING PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE 400F 
@ 150 PSIG (HIGHER RATINGS AVAILABLE)

MAXIMUM AMBIENT TEMPERATURE: 120F 

CUSTOM SLOTTED BALL AND CVS AVAILABLE

SIZES: 1/2” THRU 3” CONNECTIONS: NPT OR 
SOCKET WELD UP TO 8” 150/300 LB AVAILABLE

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION: 316 STAINLESS 
STEEL BODY, BALL, AND STEAM

REINFORCED HIGH TEMPERATURE TEFLON SEATS

•

•

•

•

•

•

and weight of any conventional globe control valve, and weight of any conventional globe control valve, 

electronic actuator fails closed on power loss and 
totallyeliminates air supply. The fully programmable 
actuator accepts 0-10V or 4-20 ma input control 

required.  The JVV Series high flow CVs reduces 



SIZE             30% 50%             80%           100%

1/2” .85

1

2

2.7

2.6

7.7

10.2

14

25 87

48

34

24

10

14

20

43

65

90

167

8

3

3

7.2

3/4”

1”

2”

3” Valve is 150lb Flanged Connection

42           161

150LB FLG 3” ONLY

, 3”

3598.653”

1.25”

1.5”

FLOW PERFORMANCE DATA VALVE
CV % of Opening 90% Segmented V

POWER REQUIREMENTS

S80 60w at 24 VDC

SIZING NOTES:
1. OPTIMUM CONTROL RANGE 30% TO 90%.
2. CV REDUCED 30% WHEN INSTALLING IN A PIPE WHERE VALVE SIZE IS MORE THAN
HALF THE PIPE SIZE. EXAMPLE 2” PIPE AND CONTROL VALVE SIZE 3/4”

.

3” 8 21 9 6 4 6

2 AMPS Min
Install Notes:
1. Never Insulate the JVV Valve, Bracket or Actuator
2. Always Install the valve so that the actuator is at

a 3:00 or 9:00 Oclock position to avoid heat 
migration to the actuator.

3. Install a strainer and main drip trap at the inlet.





JVV V-BALL
SERIES

CONTROL
VALVE

IOM BULLETIN

2022
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-

size, space and overall weight of any application in your piping system.

JVV V-BALL STANDARD FEATURES

MACHINED 316
STAINLESS STEEL CONTROL
SHAFT NON SLIP KNURL PAD

ENGINEERED HIGH TEMPERATURE
EXTENDED STAINLESS STEEL

MOUNTING BRACKET

HIGH V PORT CV FLOW CAPACITIES
AND EXCELLENT EQUAL PERCENTAGE 

CHARACTERIZED FLOW

HIGH SPEED FAIL SAFE
MODULATING ACTUATOR 0-10V OR
4-20MA CONTROL SIGNAL INPUT

HIGH TEMP CHEVRON SEAT AND SHAFT
SEALS IN A MACHINED BASE MOUNT

COMPLETE 316 STAINLESS STEEL
BODY, BALL, AND STEM CONSTRUCTION

BUBBLE TIGHT CLASS VI STEAM
AND HOT WATER SHUTOFF

@250 PSIG (HIGHER RATINGS AVAILABLE)
SIZES: 1/2 “THRU 2” CONNECTIONS: NPT OR SOCKET WELD  
3”- 8” 150LB OR 300LB AVAILABLE 

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION: 316 STAINLESS 
STEEL BODY, BALL, AND STEM

CUSTOM SLOTTED BALL AND CVS AVAILABLE REINFORCED TEFLON SEATS

JVv V-BALL CONTROL VALVE
INSTALLATION|OPERATION|MAINTENANCE BULLETIN

Standard Input Control
Signal is 0-10V

Actuator Standard 
Speed is 8 Seconds
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HELPFUL PIPING HINTS

valve can not be installed on a horizontal (3:00 or 9:00 o’clock) position, at minimum, install at a 2:00/11:00 

applications up to 450˚F. With any steam control valve installation a proper steam trap drip should be lo-

THERMAFLOENGINEERING.COM | 2880 FAIR AVE. NEWBERRY, SC | 704-940-1228

.

3”- 8” 150lb or 300lb Available

Never Insulate the Valve Body, Actuator or Mounting Bracket

READ THIS INFORMATION CAREFULLY

3"                 38                 89                188           340
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and engineered to provide long lasting and trou-
ble free service when used in accordance with 

following instructions refer only to JVV V-Ball 
Control Valves. Keep protective cover in place 
until moment of installation. Valve performance 
depends upon preventing of damage to ball sur-
face. Upon removal of cover, make sure that the 
valve is completely open and free of obstruction. 
If requested, valves can be shipped from the facto-
ry containing a silicon based lubricant which aids 

with a solvent if found intolerable. Certain fer-
rous valves are phosphate and oil dipped during 
the course of manufacture, but they are complete-
ly non-toxic and the valves are quite safe to use for 
edible or potable products.

Before removing valve from pipeline NOTE that: 

All manual valves are shipped in the fully open 
position with protective end caps (covers). Keep 

caps attached to the valves during storage. To 
avoid damage to the seat due to contact with the 
ball’s edge, leave the valve in the fully open or 
closed position during storage. It is recommend-
ed to keep the valves in a clean and dry environ-
ment until ready for use.

contaminant or harmful nature. Where there is evidence of harmful 

It is suggested that the following minimal safety precautions be taken 
when handling valves.

GENERAL

STORAGE

!!!SAFETY PRECAUTION!!!

Always wear eye 
shields

Always wear gloves 
and overalls

wear protective 
footwear

wear protective 
headgear

ensure that running 
water is readily 

accessible

have a suitable fire 
extinguisher ready if 

media is flammable

through the valve before opening or dismantling any valve. Require 
MSDS information.

JFE Actuator

Extended Bracket

V-Ball Valve

1 2 3

4 5 6

7

Installation, Operation & Maintenance 
For JVV Segmented V Valves

NEVER REMOVE ACTUATOR TOP
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INSTALLATION

OPERATION

By checking line gauges, ensure that no pressure is present at the valve. 
Ensure that any media is released by operating valve slowly to half 
open position. Ideally, the valve should be decontaminated when the 
ball is in the half open position. 

-
tegral part of the pipeline and the valve cannot be removed from the 
pipeline without being dismantled. 

Valves and accessories must not be used as a sole support of piping or 
human weight. Safety accessories such as safety relief (overpressure) 
valves are the responsibility of the system designer. 

It is the user/system designer’s responsibility to use insulation in high 
temperature applications. Refer to OSHA documents for more details.

Examine the disk springs (Belleville washers) for 
damage. If in good condition tighten the gland 

-

springs with their outer edges touching, replace 
and retighten using gland nut. Further mainte-
nance necessitates dismantling of the valve.

Check for tightness at the body connector bolts. 
If loose, tighten body bolts. Excessive force will 
damage the bolts (see Table A). If there is still 
leakage, it will be necessary to dismantle the valve 
and replace the body seals.

Check that the valve is fully closed. If leakage oc-
curs while the valve is in the closed position, a 
seat or ball sealant surface may be damaged and it 
will be necessary to disassemble the valve.

NOTE: If stem leakage and leakage at the 
body joint are not cured by simple means de-
scribed above, it will be necessary to disman-
tle the valve. If there is no stem leakage the 
stem assembly should not be touched.

MAINTENANCE

With self-wiping ball/seats,  valves have 
a long, trouble free life, and maintenance is 
seldom required. When necessary, valves may 
be refur-bished, using a small number of 
components, none of which require machining. 

 valves are designed for easy service and 
assembly in the �eld. �e following checks will 
help to extend valve life, or reduce plant 
problems.  ball valves utilize live-loaded 
stem seals featuring Belleville Wash-ers (disk 
springs) that maintain constant pressure on the 
Stem Seal area even under a wide range of 
pressure and temperature �uctuations. If stem 
leakage is evident proceed as follows:

STEM LEAKAGE

LEAKAGE AT BODY JOINT

IN-LINE LEAKAGE

Torque ratings are subject to variations depending on the length of 
time between cycles and the media in the system. Breakaway torque 
is that force which must be exerted to cause the ball to begin to open. 
Operating torque requirements will vary depending on the length of 
time between cycles, media in the system, line pressure and type of 
valve seat.

 valves provide tight shut o� when used under normal 
conditions and in accordance with JVV’s published pressure/
temperature chart. If these valves are used in a partially open 
(throttled) position seat life may be reduced.  valves have ¼ turn 
operation closing in a clock-wise direction. It is possible to see when 
the valve is open or closed by the position of the wrench handle. 
When the wrench is inline with the pipeline, the valve is open. Any 
media which might solidify, crystallize or polymerize should not be 
allowed to stand in the ball valve cavities unless regular maintenance 
is provided. If minimal maintenance is re-quired,  o�ers steam 
jacketed ball valves.

TORQUE REQUIREMENTS

Always install a 100 to 80 Mesh Strainer as close to the
inlet as possible to be sure no debris, weld slag, pipe 
shavings or dirt get to the seats. Also install a steam 
trap directly at the valve inlet when used on steam. 
This will eliminate seat wash out due to flashing 
condensate. Never insulate the valve, shaft, bracket or 
actuator. Insulating causes heat to migrate up the 
shaft and overheats the actuator over time shorting 
the life. Install at a 3:00 or 9:00 position if possible

READ INSTALLATION CAREFULLY 
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Installation, Operation & 
Maintenance For JVV Segmented V Valves

Before rebuilding, check that all the correct components are 
-

ing, cleanliness is essential to allow long valve life and pro-

CAUTION: 
NO BODY OR STEM SEALS ARE REUSABLE. 

Care must be taken to avoid scratching the seats and seals 
during installation. NOTE: Caution must be taken with 

decontaminated before disassembly by relieving the line 

open position. Protective clothing, face shields, gloves, etc., 
MUST BE USED for this operation. Generally if a valve has 
been in steam service for over 10 years, it should be totally 
replaced.

Remove the End Connectors (#1) by
removing the Body Bolts (#6A) and Body Bolt
Nuts (#6B).

Once the End Connectors (#1) have been separat-
ed from the Body (#2), remove the Body Seals (#5), 
Seats (#4), and Seat Retainer, if applicable (#17).

Make sure the Ball is in the closed position, thus the 
Ball (#3) can be taken out easily from the Body (#2).

of pit marks and scratches. Light marring from the 
action of the ball against the seats is normal and will 

thrust and washer make contact with, should
be free of pit marks and scratches.

Apply an adequate amount of lubricant compati-
ble with the media being handled around the Ball 
(#10), Seats (#4), Body Seals (#6), Stem (#4), and 

For stem reassembly, disassembly procedure should 
be followed in reverse order.

When stem assembly is complete, tighten Stem Nut 
according to the values in Table A.

With the Stem (#10) in the closed position, insert 
the Ball (#3) into Body (#1) so that stem slot engag-
es with the tang at the base of the stem.

Make sure the Body Seals (#6) rests squarely on the 
center seal surface of the Body (#1).

Insert Seats (#5) into the Body (#1). Make sure seats 

Merge the End Connectors (#2) with the Body (#1).

Insert and tighten the Body Bolts (#16) diagonally, 
in accordance to the cross pattern procedure shown 
on page 5 for sizes 1/4” to 2-1/2” or page 6 for size 
3.”

Bolts (#6A) are tightened according to torque val-
ues in Table A.

REBUILDING

A

c

d

DISASSEMBLY OF VALVE 
Removed from line

INSPECTION

REASSEMBLY

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Remove Handle (#12) by removing Handle Nut 
(#14) along with the Lock Washer (#13).

Remove the complete chevron packing seals. Push
the Stem (#10) down into the body cavity to remove. 

b REMOVING STEM ASSEMBLY
1/4” – 2”

1.

2.
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BODY BOLTS

Stainless Steel
First
Pass

First
Pass

Final
Pass

Final
Pass

Stem
Nuts

Bolt
Pattern

Valve
Size

Carbon Steel

1/4” 4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

48 80 88

88

88

88

195

195

80

80

80

80

80

168

168

345

345 240 400 115

240 400 115

117

117

53

53

53

53 35

35

35

35

48

48

48

101

101

207

207

1-1/4”

1-1/2”

3/8”

3/4”

1/2”

1”

2”

Certain precautions need to be followed when tightening 
bolts down to their corresponding torques to help prevent 

be initiated. When tightening down bolts it is necessary to 
follow the corresponding bolt pattern shown below.

shows what the kits consist of. When ordering a Repair Kit, 
please be sure to specify the type, size and seating materi-

Inc., authorized spare parts including; bolts and nuts, etc. In 
addition to maintenance kits, spare parts are available from 

parts are required (body and ends), it is normally recom-
mended that the complete valve be replaced. Components 

-
pair of any other valve. If the valve is altered in any way, no 

TORQUE SPECS REPAIR KIT

TABLE A

Installation, Operation & Maintenance For JVV Segmented V Valves

TORQUE REQUIREMENTS
IN - LBS

TABLE B

TABLE C

GENERAL REPAIR KIT
1/4” ~ 3”

NOTE: When ordering parts, keep in mind that standard 
port valves and full port valves use interchangeable parts. 
Refer to Table C to see the valve size comparison.

Part Quantity
Thrust Washer

Stem Seals

Chevron Packing

Seats

Body Seals

1

2

2

2

2

1/4”

1-1/4”

1-1/2”

3/8”

3/4”

1/2”

-

-

-

1”

1-1/4”

1-1/2”

3/4”

1/2”

1”

2”

R8 B8

Thermaflo General Repair Kit Part No JVV-S316IN Specify Size Valve and Serial Number
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JVV Pressure and 
temperature chart

Saturated Steam Curve

-20 0
0

100

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

200 300 400 500 600

Pr
es

su
re

 (P
SI

)

Temperature (˚F)

PTFE-S

Used for Steam Applications to 150 psig

TORQUE VALUES

NOTE:  Increase Torque value is increased by 40% when sizing JFE actuator for V-Ball.

1/4” 1-1/4” 1-1/2”3/8” 3/4”1/2” 1” 2”

31 97 15031 4944 62 204

44 142 23944 6253 84 266

SIZE

GREASE

NON-GREASE

Contact Thermaflo for 3" and Above
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6A

1

5
4

3

2

4
5

1

6B

1918

12

11

9

8

7

10

15

16

13
17

REPLACEMENT PARTS 
IDENTIFICATION

No Part Name

End Cap

Body

V Ball

Seat

Gasket

Bolt

Nuts

Thrust Washer

Disk Washer

O-Ring

Stem Packing

Stem

Gland

CF8M/WCB

CF8M/WCB

SS316

SS316

TFM

TFM

TFM

TFM

SS304

SS304

SS301

SS304

Viton

Materials

1

2

3

4

5

6A

6B

7

8

9

10
11

12

No Part Name

Stem Nut

Nut Stop

Space Washer

Plater

Stop Pin

Handle Nut

Handle

Handle Cover

Set Bolt

Lever Head

Lever

SS304

SS304

SS304

Steel Pipe

SS304

Plastic

CF8

SS304

SS304

SS304

SS304

Materials

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Consult Factory
for Correct 
Parts Replace

90V
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TFE-S80 Actuator

1/2” - 2” Valve Sizes

Operation Indicator Light
Added 2023
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INTELLIGENT MODULATING ACTUATOR USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

WIRING DIAGRAM

NOTE: �������������������������������
����������
����������������

PURPLE

POWER REQUIREMENTS

NEVER REMOVE THE TOP HOUSING OF THE ACTUATOR
OR YOU WILL VOID THE WARRANTY CONTACT 
704-940-1228 FOR HELP

24VDC Power is Recommended

24VAC can be used. However 24VDC will
enable the actuator to be 100% duty 
cycle

Note:
Whenever the actuator is first powered up at
anytime it will take approx 45-60 seconds to
fully charge the internal capacitor. This will
be noticed on the top actuator screen and the 
green indicator light will come on.

RED is Closed
Yellow is Open
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4.
6 

(1
11

.6
)

4.
8 

(1
22

)

0.4 in (10mm)

0.24 in (6mm)2.6 (66)

6.5 (165)

0.83 in 
(22mm)

2.
6 

(6
6)

4.
5 

(1
15

)

DIMENSIONS

MAIN PARTS

FEMALE OCTAGON
UNIT: INCHES (MM)

6.8”

TFE-S80 ALL SERIES
INTELLIGENT MODULATING ACTUATOR USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

Operation Indicator Light (After 2022)

Visual Indicator:
Full Red  Valve is Closed
Full Yellow Valve is Open
50% Yellow 50% Red Valve is 50% 
Open and Modulating

Six PIN Connector Cord after 2022
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JFES80 SERIES
INTELLIGENT MODULATING ACTUATOR USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
1. When assembly with valve, to use spring washer 

2. It’s recommend to use 704 silica gel or instant cement
instead of anaerobic adhesive and UV glue.

3. Please keep the actuator housing away from organic 
solvents, such as: kerosene,butanone, tetrachlormethane etc., 
or the housing will crack.

medium above 180˚F and mount the actuator 
on a horizontal plane to avoid all heat radiation.

Diagram | With Bracket
UPVC plastic ball

valve+bracket assembly

Diagram | Direct Mount
3 piece stainless steel ball 

valve assembly

Diagram | Direct Mount
3 piece stainless steel 

3-way ball valve assembly

Installed valve technical requirements

     Or you can choose ball valve with elastic sealing.

    longer than 20mm.

4. Please pay attention to the following items if you install the bracket and coupling by yourself:

   actuator unable to work.

5. It is available to use Lock Tight on all small screws used for mounting this actuator.

Never install a S80 actuator on any fluid above 120F without extended mounting bracket.



JVV V-BALL SERIES 
CONTROL VALVE
The ThermaFlo JVV V-Ball Series 
Control Valve is designed for high 
speed 100% duty for temperature, 
pressure and level control applica-

high temperature hot water, and 
other rigorous control applications.

The equal percentage segmented V 
inner ball design provides the user 
with accurate control over a 300:1 

size and weight of any conventional 
globe control valve, the JVV is simple 
to install. The high-speed electronic 
actuator fails closed on power loss 
and totally eliminates air supply. The 
fully programmable actuator accepts 
0-10V  input control signal and can be
split range controlled when required.

CONSULT THERMAFLO SERVICES GROUP
 FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE WITH THIS PRODUCT

704-940-1228 or Your Representative

the need for large pipe size type
control valves.




